Abstract: Elasticity is viewed here as a starting point in the description of inelastic behavior. Structured deformations and a field theory of elastic bodies undergoing disarrangements (non-smooth geometrical changes) and dissipation are used to formulate and illustrate a concept of "submacroscopically stable equilibrium configuration". A body in a submacroscopically stable equilibrium configuration resists additional submacroscopic geometrical changes such as the occurrence of microslips, the formation of microvoids, and the appearance of localized distortions that, together, leave the macroscopic configuration of the body unchanged. Submacroscopically stable configurations represent energetically preferred phases for bodies in equilibrium, and a procedure is described here for determining the submacroscopically stable equilibria of a body. The procedure is carried out in detail here for two classes of bodies that may undergo disarrangements and experience internal dissipation. One class is characterized by its bi-quadratic free energy response function, and the requirement of submacroscopic stability reduces from five to one the number of phases available to a body that is in equilibrium under mixed boundary conditions. Boundary-value problems for the macroscopic deformation corresponding to a submacroscopically stable equilibrium configuration in a body of this class are formulated. A second class of bodies, the "near-sighted fluids", has both a prolate and a spherical phase that may occur in equilibrium1 the submacroscopically stable equilibria of a near-sighted fluid must be stress-free, without regard to the particular phase that appears. In all considerations in this article, the term "equilibrium" is synonymous with satisfaction of balance of forces and moments in a given environment.
INTRODUCTION
The modeling of inelastic behavior in materials typically rests on the identification of mechanisms through which a given material deviates from elastic behavior. These mechanisms 1. for a given field 5 measuring the disparity between deformations due to and without disarrangements, the variation of the augmented energy 11g2 53 with respect to macroscopic configuration g vanishes if and only if the body is in equilibrium in a given environment, i.e., if and only if the equations of balance of forces and moments hold throughout the body in that environment1 2. the rate of change d d6
11g 6 2 5 6 3 of the augmented energy of the body on processes 6 8 9 1g 6 2 5 6 3 that pass smoothly through equilibrium configurations (quasistatic processes) within a time-independent environment is equal to the rate of increase 1 B 4 6 of the free energy of the body minus the rate at which the body dissipates energy, 1 B 1S 5 2g 6 7 4 6 3.
We emphasize that "equilibrium" here, by definition, means that balance of forces and moments holds, while, in some approaches to statics, "equilibrium" is defined by means of a stationarity or extremality condition for an energy functional. Consequently, the first statement tells us that the condition that a body be in equilibrium in a given environment is characterized by a stationarity property of the augmented energy. The second statement and the definition of the augmented energy imply that during purely submacroscopic quasistatic processes in a time-independent environment, the augmented energy cannot increase and, hence, the body stores energy no more rapidly than it dissipates energy. These two results form the basis not only for the definition of submacroscopically stable equilibria that we give in Section 3 but also for the two-step procedure that we describe in that section for determining such equilibria. In the first step, one determines, for a given macroscopic deformation g that satisfies prescribed placement boundary conditions, the disparity field(s) 5 that minimize the augmented energy 11g2 53, subject to satisfaction of all of the underlying field relations for an elastic body undergoing disarrangements and dissipation, except for the balance of forces and the traction boundary conditions. This step selects the energetically preferred phases of the body for the given macroscopic configuration g.
In the second step, a minimizing disparity field 5 ss is chosen for the given macroscopic field g and both are substituted into the balance of forces and traction boundary condition, yielding a boundary value problem for the determination of the macroscopic configuration g as well as for the possible determination of any parameters in the description of 5 ss that are not already determined by g. A solution g of this boundary value problem that is both injective and orientation-preserving provides a submacroscopically stable equilibrium configuration 1g2 5 ss 3 of the body. In cases where there is exactly one preferred phase 5 ss for the given macroscopic configuration g, the boundary value problem can be regarded as one for the non-linear, Cauchy elastic body whose response is obtained by restricting the response functions of the original elastic body undergoing disarrangements to the energetically preferred phase 5 ss , so that the stress and free energy can be expressed as functions of 2g, alone.
In Sections 4 and 5 we carry out the first step of this procedure completely for each of two choices of the free energy response function of the body. In Section 4, the first-step minimization selects, from a portfolio of five phases admitted by the field relations, exactly one of these phases as energetically preferred -the spherical phase, the classical phase, or the prolate phase, depending upon the value of the ratio of the two material constants that appear as coefficients in the biquadratic expression for the free energy. In Section 5, the first-step minimization procedure does not select between the spherical and prolate phases available to the body, but rather selects only stress-free configurations as candidates for energetically preferred submacroscopic geometrical states. For these "near-sighted" fluids, the selection of stress-free configurations amounts to choosing values of the volume fraction det K that minimize the free energy 41det K 3 and make its derivative zero.
The second step in the determination of submacroscopically stable equilibria is treated in Section 4.4 for bodies with the biquadratic energy introduced at the beginning of Section 4. For each of the three phases identified in the first step, the corresponding boundary value problem is recorded and briefly discussed. For the nearsighted elastic bodies studied in Section 5, the second step is carried out completely, and a characterization of submacroscopically stable equilibria is obtained.
The notion of submacroscopic stability and the associated minimization problem analyzed here are formulated in the context of elasticity with disarrangements and dissipation [1] . However, in the context of statistical models of nematic elastomers [7] , the appearance of a director field d as well as the macroscopic deformation gradient 2g in the formula for the free energy density is treated in [7] in a manner similar to the first step in the present procedure: for a given value of the deformation gradient, the director d is chosen in [7] so that the free energy density is minimized. That minimization corresponds to the first-step minimization carried out in Section 4 for the case of prolate, oblate, and textured phases. Moreover, the competing prolate phase discussed in Section 4 provides a formula for the free energy density here that has a form close to the energy derived in [7] from statistical considerations. In our opinion, the concepts and procedure introduced here provide a framework that more fully justifies treatments, such as that of the director d in [7] , in which energy min-SUBMACROSCOPICALLY STABLE EQUILIBRIA 615 imization is used to select preferred values for fields that reflect submacroscopic geometrical changes.
It is worth emphasizing that submacroscopically stable equilibria in the present context need not be macroscopically stable. The additional requirement of macroscopic stability, when precisely formulated, may necessitate the consideration of additional geometrical complexity beyond the selection of phases that emerges in the present treatment of submacrosocopic stability. This possibility is suggested in the analysis [3, 9] of relaxed energies for nematic elastomers based on the energy derived in [7] . Although the minimization in [7] that links the director d to the macroscopic deformation gradient 2g places a strong constraint on the submacroscopic state of the body, the subsequent relaxation of the resulting energy density carried out in [3, 9] provides via minimizing sequences n 8 9 2g n additional geometrical structure to candidates for absolutely stable configurations.
BACKGROUND MATERIAL

Structured Deformations
For present purposes, a structured deformation is a pair 1g2 G3 with g the smooth (i.e. continuously differentiable) deformation of a given body 2 and G a continuous tensor field on 2 called the deformation without disarrangements. G represents the part of the macroscopic deformation gradient 2g due to smooth, submacroscopic geometrical changes, and the inequality
guarantees that no interpenetration of matter occurs submacroscopically [2] . The tensor field M :4 2g 7 G is called the deformation due to disarrangements, because the values M1X 3 of the field M can be shown to represent a limit of averages of jumps of injective, piecewise smooth deformations that approximate g and whose gradients approximate G [2, 10] . Thus, each structured deformation 1g2 G3 provides an additive decomposition
of the macroscopic deformation gradient that identifies the contributions to 2g of both smooth and non-smooth submacroscopic geometrical changes. Since G is invertible at each point of the body, the additive decomposition of 2g yields a multiplicative decomposition 2g 4 G1I G 71 M3, with I the identity tensor field, as well as the multiplicative relation
with
The tensor field K determines the structured deformation 1i2 K 3, where i denotes the identity mapping on the body. This deformation takes the body in a given "virgin configuration" and introduces only submacroscopic geometrical changes, bringing the body into its reference configuration from which the body can undergo the classical deformation 1g2 2g3. The inequality (1) tells us that the tensor field K satisfies 0 7 det K 18 (4)
Field Relations in Statics
The field relations for a moving elastic body undergoing disarrangements and dissipation that were introduced in [1] take the following form in statics, i.e., when all fields are independent of time:
Here, the response function 1G2 M3 8 9 91G2 M3 for the given elastic body provides at each point X the Helmholtz free energy 41X3 4 91G1X 32 M1X33 (measured per unit volume in the reference configuration) associated with a given structured deformation 1g2 G3, and D G 9 and D M 9 denote the partial derivatives of the free energy response function. The "consistency relation" in the form (6) arises from an additive decomposition for the density of contact forces into parts with and without disarrangements, as well as from the specific constitutive relations that connect stresses with and without disarrangements to the response function 9 [1] . The relation (7) asserts that the skew part of the field
T vanishes at every point of the body and arises from the requirement that the internal dissipation be frame-indifferent. In addition to the additive decomposition of deformation gradient (2) that rests on geometrical considerations alone, an additive decomposition of the PiolaKirchhoff stress field S results from the constitutive assumptions that define the elastic body under consideration [1] ,
and it follows that the equation (5) expresses the balance of forces on the body. In that equation, b re f denotes the body force field, measured per unit volume in the reference configuration. Frame-indifference of the response function 9 and frame-indifference of the internal dissipation (7) imply [1] that the Cauchy stress T g 4 1det 2g3 71 S12g3
T is symmetric, so that balance of moments holds throughout the body. The additive decomposition (2), the consistency relation (6) , and the frame-indifference relation (7) imply that the above field relations for elastostatics with disarrangements amount to twelve scalar equations restricting the three scalar components of g and nine components SUBMACROSCOPICALLY STABLE EQUILIBRIA 617 of G. We note that the constitutive relations for the body require that the decomposition of the stress (10) hold at each point in the body.
For the notion of equilibrium configuration defined in Section 3, the field relations above are best recast in terms of the macroscopic deformation g and the "disparity" 5 :4 G 7 M, representing the excess of deformation without disarrangements over the deformation due to disarrangements. Accordingly, we replace the original energy response 9 in terms of G and M by the response 9 in terms of the macroscopic deformation gradient 2g and the disparity 5:
912g2 53 :4 9 2 2g 5
The motivation for this choice of variables lies in the version of the stress relation (10) obtained for the new variables:
Here, as in (9) we use the standard notation F for the macroscopic deformation gradient 2g, and we denote by D F 9 the partial derivative of 9 with respect to F holding the disparity 5 fixed.
SUBMACROSCOPIC STABILITY
Equilibrium Structured Configurations
The field equations (5)- (7), and the inequality (8) take the following forms in terms of the macroscopic deformation g, the disparity 5 4 G 7 M, and the corresponding free energy response function 9 defined in (11):
Here, the partial derivatives D F 9 and D 5 9 are evaluated at the pair 12g2 53. We note also that the stress relation (10) takes the simpler form (12) Here, N 1X3 denotes the outward unit normal to the boundary at the point X t B. The constitutive relations of the given body imply the stress relation (12), so that the boundary condition (18) expresses the requirement that the tractions on t B associated with the equilibrium configuration 1g2 53 through (12) coincide with the specified traction field s t on t B.
The principal features of this definition lie on the one hand in the formal similarity of the present equilibrium equation (13) and the corresponding equilibrium equation
in the elastostatics of hyperelastic materials: in both equations the stress appears as a derivative of a scalar response function with respect to deformation gradient. On the other hand, an equilibrium configuration in the present setting is subject to satisfaction of the consistency relation (14), the frame-indifference condition (15), and the inequality (16) that restrict the macroscopic deformation gradient F and the disparity 51 in the statics of hyperelastic bodies, these conditions are satisfied identically [1] and place no restrictions on the macroscopic deformation.
We note for later use the following relations that are immediate consequences of the additive decomposition (2) and the definitions of the disparity 5 and the field K :
The Augmented Energy
Let an environment g p , s t , and b re f as above, and a point o in space be given. We define the augmented energy of the body in the structured deformation 1g2 53 by the formula (Usually, one writes in place of g o 1X 3 the displacement u1X3 :4 g1X 3 7 X1 this has the effect of adding a number to the energy that depends only upon the environment and not upon the deformation 1g2 53.) The number 11g2 53 equals the sum of the "enthalpy" (see [11] The conditions (22) and (23) admit, among others, the body force field obtained from the standard approximation of the Earth's gravitational field at its surface and the surface traction field corresponding to null tractions on t B or, more generally, tractions associated with dead loads. Relations (22) and (23) 
Because 1g2 3 is an equilibrium structured configuration, we conclude from (26), (13) and (18) We emphasize that the disparity 5 is not to be varied when computing the variation of the energy in (26). If one allowed also for variations in 5, then, in general, the augmented energy would no longer have a stationary value at an equilibrium structured configuration 1g2 53. It also is important to note that an equilibrium configuration 1g2 53 not only renders zero the variation of the augmented energy at 1g2 53 but also satisfies the relations (14)-(16). However, the perturbed configurations 1g 2 53 employed in calculating the variation of the augmented energy need not satisfy (14)- (16).
We may write the defining formula (21) in the convenient, abbreviated form
and note from this expression that the augmented energy 1 depends upon the given environment and equilibrium structured configuration. The equilibrium structured configuration in turn is determined by the macroscopic deformation field g and any one of the following fields: the disparity 5 4 G 7 M, the deformation without disarrangements G, the deformation due to disarrangements M, or the field K 4 12g3 71 G that determines the purely submacroscopic deformation 1i2 K 3 from the virgin configuration to the reference configuration. The variety of choices for the companion field to g provides considerable flexibility in the study of "submacroscopically stable equilibria" that follows.
Submacroscopically Stable Equilibria
We wish to investigate the possibility that an equilibrium structured configuration of a body can be stable with respect to purely submacroscopic geometrical changes. To this end, we suppose now that at each time 6 in an interval I there is specified an equilibrium structured configuration 1g 6 2 5 6 3 for the body in a given, time-independent environment 1b ref 2 s t 2 g p 3, so that the relations (13)-(16) and the boundary conditions (17), (18) are satisfied for every time 6 . We then call the function 6 8 9 1g 6 2 5 6 3 a quasi-static (structured) process for the body in the time-independent environment 1b re f 2 s t 2 g p 3. The formula (27) then determines the augmented energy as a function of time 6 8 9 116 3 and, upon differentiation, yields the formulae for its time derivative 6 8 9 1 6 16 3: in the integrands in the expressions above. For conciseness, we have omitted the subscript 6 on the time-dependent fields in the last formula. The equilibrium equation (13) 
i.e., under the above assumptions, the rate of change of augmented energy does not exceed the rate of change of the free energy which, in turn, does not exceed the power expended by the (time-independent) environment. Let us apply these considerations in the special case in which the geometrical changes in the body occur only at submacroscopic levels, so that the macroscopic deformation g 6 is independent of 6 , i.e., g 6 There is some freedom in the choice of the collection 3 g , and it is reasonable to require at least that the pairs 1g2 53 with 5 in 3 g are structured deformations and, hence, satisfy the inequality (16). In order that such structured deformations 1g2 53 can occur in the given body, it is necessary that they also satisfy the consistency relation (14) and the frame-indifference condition (15). In other words, the imposition of (14) and (15) rule out competitors 1g2 53 that only arise as deformations of a body composed of a different material. It remains to decide whether or not to require that these competing structured deformations also satisfy the equilibrium equation (13) and the traction boundary condition (18). We choose here to make the collection 3 g as large as possible, and, accordingly, we impose neither the equilibrium equation (13) 
We may now define the central concept in this study: an equilibrium structured configuration 1g2 53 for B in a given environment is said to be submacroscopically stable if 11g2 53 11g2 53 for all tensor fields
with 11g2 53 defined in (21). This terminology is motivated by the above consequence of the energy inequality (31): quasistatic, purely submacroscopic processes in a time-independent environment cannot increase the augmented energy of the body. This result suggests that submacroscopically stable equilibria may be approached or attained in purely submacroscopic quasistatic processes and may be exited only exceptionally during such processes, namely, when the augmented energy remains at its minimum value as the body changes submacroscopically. A different notion of submacroscopic stability was introduced in [1] that reflects only the behavior of the Helmholtz free energy density near a given pair of tensors 1F2 53 or, more precisely, near 1F2 G3, and that does not impose the conditions (14)-(15) on submacroscopic competitors.
When a structured deformation is described by means of the macroscopic deformation g and one of the tensor fields G 4 
then the augmented energy may be expressed as a function of g and the chosen tensor field, and satisfaction of (33) is then equivalent to satisfaction of a corresponding inequality in terms of g and the chosen tensor field. For example, if K is the chosen field, then the inequality (33) is equivalent to SUBMACROSCOPICALLY STABLE EQUILIBRIA 623
where now 3 g is the set of continuous tensor fields K satisfying the consistency relation (14) in the equivalent form
satisfying the frame-indifference relation (15) in the equivalent form
and satisfying the determinant inequality (16) in the equivalent form 
We mention in closing this section that the conclusions about the augmented energy and its rate of change, stated in italics in the preceding text, do not rest on the satisfaction of the consistency relation (14), the frame-indifference relations (15), and the inequality (16). Moreover, those conclusions do not require the provisional assumptions (22) and (23) made in calculating the variation of the augmented energy with respect to macroscopic deformation.
A Procedure for Determining Submacroscopically Stable Equilibria
The discussion above suggests how one can search for submacroscopically stable equilibria. As a first step, one may ignore the requirement that a submacroscopically stable equilibrium configuration satisfy the balance equation (13) and the traction boundary condition (18). Accordingly, one may fix a macroscopic deformation g that satisfies the boundary condition (17) on p B and make a particular choice among the tensor variables 5, G, M, and K that facilitates the solutions of the consistency relation (14), the frame-indifference relation (15), and the inequality (16). We assume for the sake of definiteness that the variable K has been chosen, so that (35), (36), and (37) are used in place of (14), (15), and (16). One then seeks to determine at least one energetically preferred phase K ss for the body in the given macroscopic configuration g, i.e., one looks for a tensor field K 4 K ss satisfying the inequality (34) in which the augmented energy is given by the formula (38). Such a field K ss would represent an energetically preferred microgeometry in the reference configuration for the body, a geometry attained via the purely submacroscopic deformation 1i2 K ss 3 starting in the virgin configuration of the body.
The formula (38) for the augmented energy in terms of the fields g and K shows that minimization of the augmented energy for the given macroscopic deformation g and boundary traction field s t amounts to minimizing pointwise the integrand 912g2 K 3 on the righthand side of (38) with respect to the tensor variable K , subject to the satisfaction of (35), (36), and (37). Consequently, the first step in determining submacroscopically stable equilibrium configurations reduces to the minimization, for a fixed tensor F 4 2g, of the free energy density K 8 9 91F2 K 3 subject to (35), (36), and (37). We refer to this as the first-step minimization problem.
In cases where solving the first step minimization problem provides a definite function F 8 9 K ss 1F3, the original stress relation (12) then provides a relation in which the stress S is a function F 8 9 S ss 1F3 of the deformation gradient F 4 2g1 similarly, the original constitutive relation for the volume density 4 of Helmholtz free energy in the reference configuration, as a function of F and K , provides a relation in which 4 is a function 9 ss of F. In this case, the first step minimization problem provides a Cauchy elastic body whose response functions for stress S ss and Helmholtz free energy density 9 ss are determined by the original response function 9 alone. We note that, in every deformation process of this Cauchy elastic body, the dissipation inequality must hold, because each such process corresponds to a process of the original body undergoing disarrangements, and the dissipation inequality is satisfied in all processes of that body.
In the second step of the search for submacroscopically stable equilibria, one seeks equilibrium configurations of the form 1g2 K ss 3, and one imposes, in addition to the placement boundary condition (17) on g, the equilibrium equation (13) as well as the boundary condition (18) in order to determine the macroscopic deformation g, itself. In cases where K ss is a well-defined function of 2g, this amounts to finding an equilibrium configuration g for the non-linearly Cauchy elastic body with stress response F 8 9 S ss 1F3.
In the following two sections we carry out the first step in detail for two specific choices of free energy response function, and we briefly discuss for the second step the resulting boundary value problem for g.
EXAMPLE: BIQUADRATIC ENERGY 9 K O
A fruitful setting in which to study submacroscopically stable configurations is a body having the bi-quadratic free energy function
studied by Kirby and Owen [12] . Here, we take the material constant to be positive and allow the remaining material constant d to be any non-zero real number. Because
is symmetric, the consistency relation (6) implies that (7) automatically is satisfied, so that the frame-indifference condition (7) need not be considered further. Consequently, a structured deformation 1g2 G3 determines an equilibrium configuration if and only if it satisfies (5), (6), (8), and (9). The formula (5) tells us that the equilibrium equation (5) and consistency relation (6) now take the forms
and the stress relation (10) becomes
Portfolio of Phases
Solutions of the Consistency Relations
The additive decomposition (9) and the definition K 4 F 71 G permit us to rewrite the consistency relation (41) in terms of the fields F 4 2g and K :
The values of the field F are invertible, so that the consistency relation is equivalent to the following equation that involves the field K alone:
We shall now follow [12] and obtain all the solutions K of the consistency relation (43) that satisfy the determinant inequality (1), now expressed in terms of K :
We consider first the case 4 d . Because both material constants are non-zero, the consistency relation reduces to K K T 4 I , and the determinant inequality implies that the values K 1X3 of the field K in this case are arbitrary proper orthogonal tensors: Because F and G are continuous fields, it follows that K 4 F 71 G is continuous. The requirements that K be a continuous field and satisfy the consistency relation (43) imply for 3 4 1 that K 1X3 must satisfy one and the same relation among (45), (48)- (51) as X varies throughout B. For the case 4 1, the classical phase is a special case of the textured phase, and relations (45) and (50) imply that K 1X3 must satisfy one and the same relation, (45) or (50), at every X in B. Finally, when 4 71, the four phases (48)-(51) are the same and K 1X 3 4 I throughout B. Thus, continuity of K and satisfaction of consistency in the case of 9 K O imply that every point of the body is in the same phase, so that our present treatment does not cover phase mixtures. We indicate in Section 6 circumstances that would entail the consideration of mixtures of phases.
These comments lead to the following terminology: the body is in the classical phase if K 4 I 1 the body is in the oblate phase if 71 and there exists a continuous unit vector field e on the closure of B such that K is given by (49) for all X B. We say the body is in the prolate phase if 1 and there exists a continuous unit vector field e on the closure of B such that K is given by (50) for all X B. The body is in the spherical phase if 71 and K 1X 3 4 7
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Submacroscopic Geometry of the Phases
In the oblate phase when 7 71, e1X 3 is a unit eigenvector of K 1X3 corresponding to the eigenvalue 7 1 102 13 while directions perpendicular to e1X 3 are eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. Therefore, the deformation without disarrangements corresponding to the purely submacroscopic deformation 1i2 K 3 causes shortening to occur in the direction e1X3, while no change occurs to vectors orthogonal to e1X3. In other words, a small cube centered at X with a face normal to e1X3 is flattened in that direction, is unchanged in orthogonal directions , and takes the shape of a thin plate (uniaxial shortening). When 4 71, the oblate phase reduces to the classical phase.
For the prolate phase, e1X3 is a unit eigenvector of K 1X 3 corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, while vectors in directions perpendicular to e1X 3 are eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue 7
1
. The deformation without disarrangements corresponding to the purely submacroscopic deformation 1i2 K 3 causes no change to occur in the direction e1X 3, whereas, for 7 71, shortening alone occurs in directions perpendicular to e1X3. When 1, shortening again occurs in directions perpendicular to e1X3, but now followed by a rotation of amount about e1X 3. Geometrically, a small cube centered at X with a face normal to e1X3 is unchanged in that direction, but is flattened in the directions of the orthogonally oriented faces , and takes the shape of a thin rod (biaxial shortening). When 4 71, the prolate phase reduces to the classical one, while, when 4 1, the prolate phase reduces to the textured phase.
For the spherical phase, every non-zero vector is an eigenvector of K 1X3 corresponding to eigenvalue 7
. When 7 71, the deformations without disarrangement for 1i2 K 3 cause shortening to occur in every direction, so that a small cube is transformed into a smaller cube (triaxial shortening)1 when 4 71, the spherical phase reduces to the classical one.
The consistency relation (43) and the determinant inequality (44) thus determine five phases, the phases for the elastic body with energy 9 K O or, more briefly, the 9 K O -phases: textured, classical, oblate, prolate, and spherical . For each phase, the structured deformation 1i2 K 3 is the purely submacroscopic deformation that takes the body from the virgin configuration to the reference configuration1 the classical deformation 1g2 2g3 then takes the body to the current (or deformed) configuration. The Approximation Lemma [2] shows that there is a sequence n 8 9 h n of injective, piecewise affine mappings such that lim n9 h n 4 i and lim n9 2h n 4 K . For example, in the case of the spherical phase, for a given positive integer n, the mapping h n can be taken as one that divides the body into cubic cells of edge proportional to n 71 and that performs a triaxial shortening on each cell individually, holding the center of each cell fixed, and thereby reducing the volume of each cell by the factor 7 73 102 13. The mapping h n also creates voids due to the shortening of adjacent cubic cells. In this example, the deformation without disarrangements for the purely submacroscopic structured deformation 1i2 K 3 is the field K 4 lim n9 2h n 4 7 1 I , itself. The deformation due to disarrangements is the field 2i 7 K 4 I 7 K 4 1 nu I that reflects, in the limit as n tends to infinity, the discontinuities of each field h n across the interfaces of adjacent cubic cells. The disarrangements described by the field 2i 7 K 4 1 r I reflect the creation of voids that accompanies the triaxial shortening of each cubic cell under the action of h n .
It is important to keep in mind that in the textured, oblate, and prolate phases, K 1X 3 can vary with X , due to the variation of the orthogonal tensor K 1X3 for the textured phase or due to the variation of the unit vector e1X3 for the prolate and oblate phases1 in the classical and spherical phases, K 1X3 does not vary with X .
The Augmented Energy in each 9 K O -phase
In order to obtain explicit formulas for the augmented energy in each 9 K O -phase, it is convenient to rewrite the formula (21) for the augmented energy in the following form:
where 9 K O 12g2 K 3 denotes the Helmholtz free energy , expressed as a function of F 4 2g and K . The relations G 4 K F and M 4 F1I 7 K 3 when substituted into (39) yield the formulas
For each of the two cases 4 d and 3 4 d , the consistency relation (43) then implies
When the relations G 4 K F and M 4 F1I 7 K 3 are substituted into the stress relation (42), that relation becomes
The relations (52) and (53) then imply
This formula shows that, for given boundary data g p on p B and s t on t B, for a given body force field b ref on B, and for a given macroscopic deformation field g that agrees with g p on p B, the determination of a structured deformation 1g2 K 3 satisfying (34) reduces now to the minimization of the integrand 2 7271 2 F T F 5 K , with F 4 2g fixed and with K any one of the 9 K O -phases of the body determined in the previous subsection. We refer to this minimization problem as the pure-phase minimization of the augmented energy.
Of course, each candidate 1g2 K 3 for a submacroscopically stable equilibrium configuration must not only be a solution of the pure-phase minimization problem but also must satisfy SUBMACROSCOPICALLY STABLE EQUILIBRIA 629 balance of forces (13) and the traction boundary condition (18), which we record here in terms of the fields g and K in the case of the free energy response 9 K O (see [1] , (10.23), (10.28) for the case of a general free energy response 9):
We shall impose the requirements (56) and (57) after we undertake the pure-phase minimization of the augmented energy.
Pure-Phase Energy Minimization within each 9 K O -phase
For each 9 K O -phase of the body undergoing the macroscopic deformation g, we now determine the structured deformations 1g2 K 3 (if any) that accomplish the pure-phase minimization of the augmented energy, and we determine the minimum value (if any) of the augmented energy for each phase.
Classical, Spherical, and Textured Phases
According to (48), for the classical phase the identity field K 4 I is the only competitor, and, by (55), the minimum augmented energy is given by
where C :4 F T F1 the stress in (54) is given by
For the spherical phase, the relation (51) tells us that K 4 7
1
I is the only competitor, that the minimum augmented energy is given via (55) by 2 (60) and that the stress is given by
In these formulas, the ratio does not exceed 71.
In the case of the textured phase, the ratio equals 1, every proper orthogonal-valued field K is a competitor, and (55) becomes where we have used the fact that c i 0 and, because K is orthogonal-valued, K e i 5 e i 1. It follows that the integrand for the volume integral on the right-hand side of (62) is minimized when K is the constant field I , so that the minimum augmented energy for the textured phase is given by
We note also that the stress in the textured phase (whether or not K 4 I ) is given by 
We note that the stress given in (68) need not be completely determined by the deformation gradient F, while the volume integral on the right-hand side of (67) The integrand on the right-hand side of this relation provides an expression that for 1 7 7 1 2 is reminiscent of the formula (in the notation of [3] , relation (91) 
for the energy density for nematic elastomers derived from statistical models of polymers in [7] and studied from the point of view of the calculus of variations by [9] and [3] under the constraint of macroscopic incompressibility det F 4 1. In (71) is the shear modulus of the material, r 1 is the step length anisotropy parameter that describes the average shape of molecular coils, and 3 are the eigenvalues c max c mid c min of C 4 F T F. Therefore, the pure-phase minimization carried out here for the energy 9 K O in the case of the prolate phase provides a counterpart of an energy density derived via statistical methods for a specific class of polymers.
We note for later use that for 1 2 the stress S 
As in the case of the oblate phase, the stress in the previous formula need not be completely determined by F, although the volume integrals in the right-hand side of the relation (70) are completely determined by the field F.
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Pure-Phase Energy Minimization among the 9 K O -phases
The formulas (58), (60), (63), (67), and (70) provide the minimum value of the augmented energy for each pure phase of the body. For each non-zero value of the ratio 4 d we compare in this subsection the minimum values for those phases that may be present for the given .
For the interval 7 7 71, the classical, spherical, prolate, and oblate phases all may be present, and comparison of (58), (60), (67), and (70) along with the use of the inequality 2 31 3 1, that holds throughout the interval 7 7 71, permit us to conclude that the spherical phase provides the minimum augmented energy among all phases available for 7 7 71. (Actually, the augmented energies for all phases are the same when 4 71.)
For the intervals 71 7 7 0 and 0 7 7 1, the only phase that may be present is the classical phase, so that it provides the minimum augmented energy on these intervals.
The textured phase appears only for 4 1, and (63) and (58) show that the minimum augmented energy in the textured phase agrees with that for the classical phase, and we need not consider the textured phase further in this connection. For 1, the only remaining phases to be considered are the classical and prolate phases. The formulas (58) and (70) and the properties of phases at different points. However, the possible presence of coherent phase boundaries in the body suggests that the definition (21) of the augmented energy be modified to include a contribution from the phase boundaries. Moreover, such phase boundaries would be restricted by the condition that the traction field be continuous, a consequence of balance of forces for the continuum.
The present theory can be further enriched in order to include internally constrained materials. A typical macroscopic internal constraint is embodied in the condition det F 4 1, that of macroscopic incompressibility. An example of a submacroscopic internal constraint is one characterized by the condition det F 4 det G or, equivalently, det K 4 1 that prevents disarrangements from causing a change in volume. A description of such constrained materials in the setting of elastic bodies undergoing disarrangements and dissipation [1] would require the introduction of reaction stresses that are not constitutively determined, e.g., not arising as partial derivatives of the free energy response function (or in any other way determined by that response function). These reaction stresses would enter into many of the field equations employed in the present article and, generally, would lead to a broader class of equilibrium configurations of the body.
